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This Place is beautifUL
12 favourite spots in the district of Erlangen-Höchstadt

Info
The information on 
shopping is taken from 
the district marketing 
brochure; in the brochu-
re, you‘ll find even more 
places to visit and enjoy 
regional products.
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,,,,,,Dear residents, 

the district of Erlangen-Höchstadt is not only a place where history meets modernity, it 
also is home to creatives sharing their passion. On their Instagram accounts influencers 
show their love for our region combined with their passion for photography.

Discover the fascinating favorite places of twelve influencers who live in this 
beautiful district! Apart from pictures of our breathtaking landscape, you 

also get hints from our local goods brochure, where to buy regional products 
which bring the local atmosphere and taste right into your home.

A heartfelt thanks to all the passionate influencers who put
 their whole heart and talent into the pictures and descriptions 

of their favorite places. I hope this magazine will inspire 
you to discover the beauty and diversity of our region.

Have fun discovering your own personal 
favorite spots in our beautiful district (anew)!

Kind regards

Alexander Tritthart
Landrat

@TRITTHARTALEXANDER



,,
Herzogenaurach 
Airfield

@KONIGSMANNBASTIAN (BASTIAN KÖNIGSMANN)

The most beautiful place in the district of 
Erlangen-HOchstadt is part of my work-
place: the square in front of the tower at 
Herzogenaurach airfield.

It`s the starting point for countless flights over our
beautiful county. Whether scenery with adults and
children or charter flights for business clients, when 
I`m at my favourite place, I know for sure that in the 
next few minutes I`ll once again spot a corner of the 
county that I haven‘t seen like this before.
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Direktvermarkter Heubeck 
(meat & fish) Höfener Straße 6

Partyservice Michael Kerler 
(fallow deer) Hutweg 30

Imkerei Becker
(honey) Mater-Rosalie-Weg 1

Imkerei Hack /Jung-Imker André 
(honey & more) Fasanenweg 11

Imkerei Winkelmann 
(honey, beeswax & candles) Sonnenstraße 54

Direktvermarkter Richard Bayer
(potatoes) Vacher Straße 5

Direktvermarkter Stefan Kotz
(honey & alcoholic beverages)
Leonhard-Ritter-Straße 10

buy local products 
directly from the 
farm/Production site



Lake Sklavensee
Kalchreuth

@BLENDE_AT_8 (CEVIN HANNE) & @OUTDOORKINETIK (USCHI NEUMANN)

,,,,,,,,,,The most beautiful 
place for me is the 
Lake Sklavensee at sunset. 
A dreamlike spot, especially
after my Nordic walking courses.

Those who know me also know 
that my favorite place is Lake 
Sklavensee in Kalchreuth.

There is no other place to relax and 
unwind so well. Whether everyday 
stress, worries or fears – this is whe-

re you can put your mind to rest.

And no matter if it`s spring, summer, 
autumn or winter – the Sklavensee is beautiful at any 
time of the year. It’s located at the end of Erlanger 
Straße on the left-hand side.

There is a parking lot and a playground just across 
the street.
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Kurt Schmidt (fruit, alcoholic beverages 
& jam) Erlanger Straße 15 

Ernst Gemmel 
(milk, frui & alcoholic beverages) 
Käswasser Straße 78

Geflügelhof Klaussner 
(eggs, potatoes, apples & more) 
Fürther Straße 1

Inge und Roland Igel
(alcoholic beverages) Erlanger Straße 16

Walter Gemmel (alcoholic beverages,
 jam & potatoes) Erlanger Straße 7

Kirschgarten B. Kollischan 
(a variety of products containing cherries) 
Erlanger Straße 24

Rudolf Wölfel (fruit & alcoholic beverages) 
Heroldsberger Straße 12

Familie Klaußner 
(alcoholic beverages, honey & jam)
Gasthaus „Zur Linde“, Röckenhofer Hauptstraße 2 

buy local products 
directly from the 
farm/Production site



KaRpfenland around
Poppenwind,,,,One of my favourite Places is the carp land 

between Poppenwind and Mohrhof.

Because there is a great inn here. Because you can 
take such beautiful photos of this place. And be-
cause the wind blows so nicely here, like it does back 
home where I come from.

Besides, the paved paths between Poppenwind and 
Biengarten are also good for strollers and kids´ 
bikes. This way, even with toddlers, is easily acces-
sible with strollers and kids‘ bikes. So, even if you 
have toddlers, you can still take a long walk. The 
food tastes even better after such a long walk.
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@KARPFENLAND (DANIEL BOKLAGE)

Geiers Hofladen und Stube
(meat, bread & more)
Krausenbechhofen 1

Greuther Teeladen
(tea, herbs & spices) 
Gewerbepark 1

Litz-Mühle
(flour, cereal & more) 
Mühlenweg 9

buy local products 
directly from the 
farm/Production site



,,My favorite place in ERH is the forest 
around Tennenlohe.

Whether it`s watching wild horses and goats or just 
going for a walk, visiting this nature reserve is al-
ways worth spending a few hours there. Its tran-
quility and undisturbed surroundings are unique 
in our region.

For sure, this place is not a real “insider tip“. When 
the weather is fine, the parking lots are always well 
filled. But whether this may be an insider tip or 
not and no matter if it`s summer or winter, the 
Tennenlohe forest is indescribably beautiful and 
therefore my (and certainly many others´) personal 
favorite place in ERH.

Tennenlohe 
Forest

@DEJAN.B17 (DEJAN BERNDT)
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Wendlers Hofladen (fruit, 
vegetables, eggs & more) Sebastianstraße 15

Hermann Ebersberger
(eggs, potatos, asparagus & more) 
Gründlacher Straße 9 

Hans Hung (honey & more)
Täublingstraße 7 

buy local products 
directly from the 
farm/Production site



,,
5 The moated castle

Neuhaus
@AISCHGRUNDTOUREN (DR. CHRISTIANE KOLBET)

My favourite place is the moated cast-
le in Neuhaus as well as the pond dams 
surrounding the "GroSSen Thorweiher"

The castle was built Renaissance style at the be-
ginning of the 17th century by the noble family von 
Crailsheim. Crafft von Crailsheim was born in this 
castle in 1631 he built his career while being em-
ployed by the Margraviate of Brandenburg-Ans-
bach. He was interested in literature and suppor-
ted the baroque poet Hans Jakob Christoffel von 
Grimmelshausen, who visited Neuhaus during a 
trip to Nuremberg. 

In the middle of the 19th century, the naturalist 
Andreas Johannes Jäckel lived in Neuhaus as a 
priest and studied the unique bird life in the ne-
arby pond area near Mohrhof. He wrote down his 
observations in i.a. “Systemische Übersicht der 
Vögel“, which is core literature of ornithology.

Since the carp ponds around the moated castle 
are near-naturally managed, rare bird species can 
still be observed here. Especially impressive are 
the purple herons that breed nearby. 

It´s this unique mixture of idyllic pond scenery, im-
ressive architecture, rich cultural past, and the 
awareness of walking in the footsteps of an im-
portant explorer that makes the tour around the 
pond dams so special for me. By the way, Neu-
haus also is a great place to enjoy a delicious dish.

Die Futterkammer 
(carrots & products for horses)
Neuhauser Hauptstraße 20

buy local products 
directly from the 
farm/Production site



,,The Ponds of
ROttenbach 

@QGASTHAUS20 (JOACHIM GAST)
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The paths around the ponds „Rottenbacher 
Weiher“ are always something special,  
at different times of the day or seasons.

These ponds simply make me feel at peace. After 
a few steps, the stress of everyday life just disap-
pears. The animals at the ponds, the birds, a frog 
or a snake, even a colorful leaf – all of this makes 
up the charm of the scenery. 

Sometimes on the way back, the skyline of Rötten-
bach is reflected in the ponds – which is particular-
ly beautiful during sunsets: Everything is illumi-

nated in bright red light and it feels like being in 
the Caribbean. That`s when I know: This is whe-
re I belong!

..

..

Heinrich Fuchs GmbH & Co. KG
(spices) Hauptstraße 44

buy local products 
directly from the 
farm/Production site



,,
The "path of swings" 
in Vestenbergsgreuth

@ENTDECKER_TRACKER_ERH (MELANIE ROSENZWEIG)

Our highly recommended happy family

place - a place where truly everyone can 

enjoy a wide variety of activities - is lOcated

in Vestenbergsgreuth.

There they created the “Schaukelweg“, a circular route 
with eight unusual swings, that help young and old to 
forget everyday life for a moment. In the middle of a 
beautiful landscape you can take a leisurely walk, oc-
casionally stopping at one of the stations.

In August there also is a corn maze to discover. You 
can access it directly from the parking lot at Duten-
dorfer Straße 24. The up to 4 km trail is also suitable 

for strollers. 

A small Kneipp water treading facility cools your 
tired legs. Along the way you will see animals and 
you can also stop at a farm. At the end of our visit 
we always go to the Greuther Keller for refresh-

ments. Here you can play a round of mini golf or try 
the summer toboggan run.
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Biolandhof Willner „Kuhler Hof“
(milk, cheese & meat) Dutendorf 36

Milchtankstelle Hof Brandt
(milk & more) Hermersdorf 17

Frankentanne
(Christmas trees) Oberwinterbach 17 

Imkerei Dettlaff
(honey & more) Eichleite 15

Weisachhof Lemas
(meat) 
Kleinweisach 45 

Familie Winkler
(eggs, pasta, 
honey & more) 
Kleinweisach 16 

Greuther Teeladen
(tea, herbs & spices) 
Dutendorfer Straße 5–7

buy local products 
directly from the 
farm/Production site



,,My favourite place in the district of Er-
langen-HOchstadt is the „Aischgrund“ bet-
ween Adelsdorf and Hallerndorf (FO). 

It`s wonderful to hike in the woods and meadows, 
to ride a bike, to visit restaurants or some famous 
“Bierkeller”, to experience nature and to get your 
mind off everyday life. That`s why you can find me 
here quite often.

The Pond landscape
Aischgrund

OLLI.TAKES.PICTURES (OLIVER KORDES)

8The "path of swings" 
in Vestenbergsgreuth

Biohof Dobeneck
(potatoes, eggs & more) Weppersdorf 11

Spargelhof Führer
(asparagus, potatoes, wine) Uttstadt 6

buy local products 
directly from the 
farm/Production site

..



Ebrachgrund

,,
9

The route to our favorite place starts 
in Kleinwachenroth in the direction of 
Schellenberg. This is also a part of the 
Path of the Bible in Reiche Ebrachgrund. 

At the height of the pasture you have a great view 
over entire Wachenroth (picture no. 1) in the di-
rection of Volkersdorf and the southern foothills 
of Steigerwald. You can also watch the cows, 
sheep and goats there. 

Turning left just before the barn you reach a fork. 
Turn right, walk up the hill and then you reach 
the fruit orchard of Weingartsgreuth. Here you 
can see the most beautiful stele of the Path of 
the Bible and enjoy a wonderful panoramic view 
over all the church villages (Wachenroth, Mühl-
hausen, Weingartsgreuth) as well as the Ebrach 
valley. 

If you`re lucky you can see the Castle of Wei-
ßenstein in Pommersfelden and you might even 
be able to see as far as the Friesener Warte. 

This bench is made for taking a break (picture 
no. 2). There you can enjoy a stunning view over 
the pond of Weingartsgreuth and its castle (pic-
ture no. 3). Have fun relaxing!

@ROBERT.LEWANDOWSKI.GARANUS (ROSWITHA DRESEL) 
@CARMENWACHTLER (CARMEN WACHTLER)

1
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Bioland-Hof Derrer GBR
(eggs, meat & potatoes) Horbach 18

Weihnachtsbaumkulturen 
Rippel und Bessler GBR
(Christmas trees) Oberalbach 11

buy local products 
directly from the 
farm/Production site



,,View over Eckental 
and beyond

@DAD_THEWALKING (JOHANNES DIEZ)
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As a Nordic walker I walk long distan-
ces in Eckental and I like it when my rou-
tes are hilly. The path between Frohnhof 
and Affalterbach, northwest of Ecken-
tal/Forth/Frohnhof is one of my favou-
rite places. 

When I reach the top, panting, I like to sit on the 
bench there. I then take a sip of water and enjoy 
the view over the villages of Eckental, Tauchers-
reuth, Klein- and Großgeschaidt as well as Kalch-
reuth. Looking at this view I always feel like I am 
in the mountains.  

Biohof Eckert GBR
(fruit, vegetables & more) Fäberstraße 3

Obsthof Prütting
(fruit & vegetables) Rothenbergstraße 3

Familie Sperber
(fruit & vegetables) 
Unterschöllenbacher Hauptstraße 16

Switalski GBR & Frohnhofer Mühlenlädla
(meat, cereals & a wide variety of products) 
Rothenbergstraße 2 

Manfred Weidinger (meat) 
Eschenauer Hauptstraße 19

buy local products 
directly from the 
farm/Production site



Hannberg &
Obermembach

@MARKUS_F_MUELLER_OFFIZIELL (MARKUS MÜLLER ),,,,I actually have two favourite places in ERh. 

One of them is the fortified church in Hannberg. Not 
only does it offer stunning architecture but it also 
hosts great events like “Kultur in der Kirchenburg“. 
The beer garden of Obermembach is my second fa-
vorite place because it`s so idyllic. You have a fan-
tastic view over ponds and the forest, you can relax 
there and enjoy good food and good beer. You can 
unwind there, that ist why it is also called „Jägers-
ruh“ (where hunters can unwind). Locals even call it   
“Forest Hospital“.
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Waldbesitzervereinigung 
Erlangen-Höchstadt e.V.,
(trees) Niederlindacher Straße 8 

Irmis Marmeladen
(jam & more) Lindenweg 34

Sandra Balzer (honey) Buchenweg 18

Christian Schmitt
(meat & honey) Am Vogelherd 1a

buy local products 
directly from the 
farm/Production site



The “Hohl“ in 
Kleinseebach

@GOLDRAEHMCHEN (STEFFEN SCHMIDT)
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My favorite place is an idyllic piece of 
nature right at the center of the village 
which is guaranteed to cool you down on 
hot summer days.

Lots of the so called “cellars“ were built in 15th/16th 
century Franconia, such as the „stone cellars“ in 
Kleinseebach. The site with its two upper and three 
lower cellars was used for storing horseradish, 
cabbage, turnip and beer. The upper cellars are lo-
cated 12 meter under the ground and extend into 
a maze of 80 meters into the sandstone. The 
uppermost cellar at the Hohl (1000 m2) is the 
county‘s biggest cellar site.

In 18th century the „Strickreiter“ of Baiersdorf 
used to end their annual exercises there with a 
couple of „hinks of beer“. In World War II the site 
was used as an air-raid shelter.

The „Holprunnen“ (known since 1530) originates 
in one of the lower cellars. Nowadays its water is 
used for carp and to water the meadows. The lower 

site was used for 
gastromonic purposes 
earlier, too. Nowadays 
it is only used for those 
purposes during the annual 
gastronomic „Kellerfest“ at the end of July.

Where does the word „Hohl“ stem from, you 
might ask? It‘s called Hohl due to the hollow sha-
ped path between thee Baiersdorfer street and 
the Röttenbacher street.  

Morgentau Hofladen und Wirtsstube
(asparagus, carp & meat) Oberndorf 12

Goldrähmchen Imkerei
(honey & more) Kellergasse 2a

buy local products 
directly from the 
farm/Production site
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